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Cannabis Indica features genetics from over 60 different seed breeders — more than all other
cannabis strain guides put together — and strains from a variety of countries. Featuring classic
Indica strains, such as Holland’s Hope, Blueberry, LA Confidential and P-91, Cannabis Indica
also introduces fascinating never-before-seen varieties from previously unknown seed breeders.
Filled with hundreds of beautiful full-color images, this book is ideal for every grow room, dorm
room, and living room. Each plant is discussed in detail, with accurate information on genetics
and lineage so that readers can become experts on Cannabis Indica strains — their aromas,
flavors, THC content, medical potentials, and growth patterns. Strains were selected based on
their relevance to the current market and the strength of their genetics. There are no
advertisements in the book and no one paid to be included — editor S.T. Oner carefully selected
all strains based on merit, not advertising dollars.

About the AuthorS.T. Oner has been growing marijuana at several undisclosed locations in
California for the last seven years. He is the author of the best selling Marijuana Chef Cookbook
and Marijuana Outdoor Grower's Guide. A budding photographer he has been a major
contributor of photographs to many Green Candy cultivation books and has seen and tasted
hundreds of strains over his lifetime. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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VirusIndexCopyright PageDedication by S.T. Oner“I don’t care if I fall as long as someone else
picks up my gun and keeps on shooting.”—Ernesto “Che” GuevaraAs always, I dedicate this
book to the fine people at NORML and everyone who has fought against the unjust war on this
incredible plant. Now more than ever, the drug law revolution is in sight, and the above quote
from one of the 20th century’s most inspirational figures should serve as encouragement for us
all. Though some may have fallen – the wonderful and very much missed Jack Herer coming
immediately to mind – the rest of us must battle on. Education is our weapon and eventually, our
war will be won.I almost feel like the most insignificant part of this wonderful project; the smallest
of cogs in a vast and expansive machine that’s been working for hundreds of years. My greatest
thanks go to Mother Nature herself, for giving rise to this plant that has changed innumerable
people’s lives for the better.My most heartfelt thanks also go to the fantastic breeders and seed
companies whose work appears between these pages. This book features breeders from the
USA, Canada, Holland, Britain, Spain, France, Germany, Switzerland, South Africa, Russia,
Australia, Ukraine, New Zealand, and Denmark, and quite a few other countries which cannot be
listed due to certain draconic laws against this most holy of plants.There are some contributors
who wish to remain anonymous, but who deserve recognition and respect nonetheless, as does
everyone on the online forums, especially the people at Breedbay.co.uk, thcfarmer.com and
icmag.comFinally I must thank the growers, breeders and writers who inspired me to learn more
about this incredible plant; Ed Rosenthal, Jason King, Danny Danko, Mel Thomas, Mel Frank,
Greg Green, and Jorge Cervantes are some big ones, and of course the aforementioned Jack
Herer, may he rest in peace. These guys are true trailblazers and their tireless efforts set me on



my first steps on this wonderful journey. I feel that Cannabis Indica Vol. 1 is a true representation
of the variety of cannabis genetics in existence today, and were it not for the hard work and effort
of everyone featured in it, it would not exist at all. For this, I say thank you.PrefaceA Trip With
IndicaJust by picking up this book, you are playing a small but important role in the global
cannabis community.Whether you’re a grower, a breeder, a daily smoker, an occasional toker, a
medical user, an activist, a connoisseur, a horticulturalist, a coffeeshop owner or the kingpin of a
growing empire, you are reading this book for one reason and one reason only: you love
cannabis!I wrote it for the same reason.This book is much more than a few pages of information
about the strains that you smoke on a daily basis. This book is the result of months of tireless
research, tracking down growers, writing emails, calling nonexistent phone numbers, hunting
down breeders from places I’d never even heard of, and digging through years of folklore and
rumor to get to the truth about strains we know and love as well as newcomers to the scene. It’s
the result of years, and sometimes decades, of passion and hard work on the part of the
breeders, who dedicate their lives to not only growing this most sought-after of plants (in many
cases risking unwarranted jail time and massive federal charges) but also to taking the best of
the cannabis plant and making it even better. This book may not have a central narrative but the
breeders are the true heroes of the story; they are the nuclear physicists of the movement,
pushing their own limits and those of their plants, without whom we’d still be stuck in the dark
ages of cannabis cultivation.These heroes aren’t just the celebrated faces we know, gracing the
covers of pot magazines and the pages of growing forums the world over; many breeders
featured here are unsung heroes of the terrible and costly war on drugs. They might not have
thousands of dollars to spend on industrial grow rooms or a staff of 20 to produce a new and
exciting variety, but they do have more tenacity and drive than many of us could ever hope for.
These breeders take their most precious plants, the ones they’ve lovingly grown right from seed,
and walk them through generations of backcrossing and crossbreeding, choosing the best
phenotypes, enhancing the best traits of each and stabilizing them until they have a brand
spanking new and original strain to call their own. And if this wasn’t enough, they then seed the
thing and offer it up to the rest of us. We can never be grateful enough.In this book, I have tried to
include a good representation of every corner of the cannabis community: from the established,
world-renowned growers that you’ve all heard of, such as the formidable Sensi and Green
House Seeds; through the pioneers you might not have heard of but whose strains you have
definitely smoked, like DJ Short and The Joint Doctor; all the way to the absolute unknowns,
who grow just for the sake of growing, because they love what they do, such as Russia’s Original
Seeds and Sativa Tim from the USA. This book contains indica-dominant strains from every
corner of the world to provide a truly global view of the cannabis community as it stands
today.That’s not to say, however, that the big hitters in the seed game don’t deserve our respect.
Dutch Passion, Sagarmatha Seeds and Soma Seeds are all represented here and, indeed, their
work in the field of cannabis cultivation has paved the way for many smaller companies and
individual breeders as well as influencing and improving global opinion of cannabis as medicine.



Some of the best and most stable genetics available come from the futuristic labs of such
companies, and these varieties more often than not form the building blocks from which new
strains are created.As you flip through these pages, you’ll notice that some strain names come
up time and time again. These are the superstars of the breeding world, the strains that changed
the way we grow weed and the way we appreciate it too. The prevalence of the Blue family
genetics within this book is a testament to the quality of Canadian breeder DJ Short’s Blueberry,
a strain that has been around since the 70s. Blueberry has become a legend unto itself, known
for its high yields and fruity taste, but most of all for its lavender-colored buds that are so popular
on the street that they fetch a higher price than most other varieties. Almost every seed bank
now has its own Blue offspring strain, many of which are featured in the following pages, and
there are now generations upon generations of plants that can be traced back in one way or
another to Grandma Blueberry.Kush is a name that you will definitely have heard, and I don’t
know a smoker who doesn’t get a gleam of excitement in their eyes when you tell them that
you’ve got a stash from this family, whether it be Garberville Purple Kush, Kamoto Kush, Olivia
Kush or any of the myriad of strains that don’t even list that heritage in their names but still
exhibit the incredibly potent and euphoric high that the Afghani/Pakistani variety is so loved for.
Kush is revered as a classic strain – and deservedly so.And it’s not just the elders of the strain
world that demand respect. Lowryder, the now infamous plant engineered by the genius Joint
Doctor, is one of the more contemporary game-changers and continues to spawn an increasing
number of tribute varieties. Using the genetics of cannabis ruderalis, a species that had been
formerly overlooked by breeders due to its inability to get you high, the Joint Doctor created a
hybrid that became the first auto-flowering cannabis strain in the world: a plant that managed its
own growth, moving into the flowering stage when it was good and ready rather than when its
grower remembered to change its light cycle. This blew the doors off the indoor growing industry
– from the biggest companies to the rookie cultivator – because of the ease of growing these
plants and the productivity of a Lowryder crop. The auto-flowering market has since exploded.
There are whole companies now dedicated to producing auto-flowering cannabis plants and,
again, almost every seed bank has an auto-flowering variety of their best strain. It’s nothing short
of a phenomenon.There’s another recent phenomenon in the growing world that I feel I need to
address: the listing of THC percentages. It has become popular in recent years to list a THC
rating for strains, with the rationale that this is a great indicator of potency. While the level of THC
produced by a plant does dictate how baked the bud will get you, it’s actually very difficult to test
this and get a definitive result; there are numerous methods of doing so and every one has its
drawbacks. Even before the bud gets to the testing stage, however, there are problems with
assigning one trait to a whole strain. Imagine that you grow a crop of White Widow, and have it
tested at, say, 15% THC. Then imagine that you grow another crop, exactly the same, but you’ve
changed your brand of humidifier and this one has a red ‘on’ light instead of a green one. You
probably wouldn’t even notice, but your plants would notice the difference when, in the dark
periods, they found themselves bathed in the red glow of the tiny new ‘on’ button rather than



their familiar green friend. Such a minute difference can have a huge impact on the health, vigor
and, yes, even the potency of a plant, and a one-size fits-allapproach to rating a strain does not
account for this at all.With this in mind, the percentage of THC listed is still a huge, huge selling
point for strains, so the practice of ignoring this difficulty and claiming an absolute potency has
become predominant. At the very best, the ratings are unstable and cannot be taken as fact, and
in the very worst instances, these levels are straight up invented; it’s no coincidence that in the
last couple of years the average THC percentage listed has risen from 8 to 10% to 19 to 20%.
There hasn’t been such a massive leap forward in growing methods that we should expect the
average THC level to have almost doubled within a decade!Whatever your thoughts on the THC
debate, it’s important to remember that regardless of a strain’s potency, there are many other
factors that make a good smoke; taste, effects, flavor and smoothness to name just a few. Don’t
believe everything you read; believe what you smoke!On that note, I present you with Cannabis
Indica: the only strain guide to feature 100 original strains from 100 different breeders from
around the world, with high quality full-color photos to match. This is probably the book I’m most
proud of, and I’ll be forever indebted to the wonderful breeders, seed companies, growers and
cannabis lovers featured within these pages whose patience and generosity have made this
book the fantastic resource that it is.No matter what your place is within the cannabis
community, whether you’re planning to smoke your way through the whole book, flick around
and find the strains you love most or have it as a slightly edgy coffee table conversation-starter, I
hope that you enjoy it as much as I do.IntroductionCannabis Indica: What is it exactly?By Greg
GreenWhile those of us who regularly puff on a nice stoney joint while strolling through our vast
grow rooms may consider indica to be a very good friend, the truth is that an explanation as to
what Cannabis indica actually is might be useful for others. And where better to start than the
origins of life itself?In all living things genes are shuffled into diverse combinations through a
process of cell division known as meiosis. In sexually reproducing organisms, male and female
genes come together like the two sides of a zipper to produce offspring with a mix of the parents’
individual characteristics; this occurs because genes are chains of DNA that are transcribed by
cell machinery and ultimately translated into proteins that are then assembled into a living thing.
This process is ongoing throughout the lives of most organisms and cannabis is no
exception.Cannabis genes are usually expressed in the form of plant morphology and
physiology. While genes primarily control plant characteristics, the environment can impact how
those genes are expressed; the phenotype is the expressed gene. So, the two things that
fundamentally control a plant’s phenotype are its genetics and how its genes react to the
environment. Cannabis is a plant population that consists of shifting values, and these values
are cannabis genes that are expressed as phenotypes.Shifting values of cannabis genes can be
seen when one looks through the pages of this book. Here, there are many obvious differences
between plants as well as a lot of common traits. Individual plants can be grouped together
based on similarities. Usually plants derived from a parent stock tend to resemble the parents
because their genes are similar; in fact, modern genetics uses molecular sequencing to group



relationships between living things based on genetic similarities.Domesticated varieties of
cannabis plants are known as strains, and this is the type of grouping that breeders refer to
when they talk about their specific stock lines. There are many strains out there, but all can be
grouped into three distinct types – or more formally ‘species’. The two main types, those that you
are most likely to hear about, are Cannabis indica and Cannabis sativa. The third, more
enigmatic type, is Cannabis ruderalis.It is clear that indica and sativa both evolved from a
common ancestor. Less clear is which type is genetically closer to that common ancestor, as
there is not enough data on this topic. Also, while there is no denying that Cannabis sativa and
Cannabis indica do differ, there is some debate as to whether there is sufficient deviation and
separation of sativa and indica to support their distinction as different species. On the one hand,
they are geographically isolated from each other in the wild, but, like some of Darwin’s species
of finches on the Galapagos Islands, sativa, indica, and ruderalis can hybridize to produce fertile
offspring. We don’t have to debate taxonomy here; suffice it to say that knowing the difference
between sativa, indica and ruderalis is an absolutely essential criterion for the cannabis
cultivator who wishes to interbreed the species.Let us first address the characteristics of
ruderalis. Unlike the other cannabis species it auto-flowers, meaning that it’s flowering phase is
triggered by plant maturity rather than by the photoperiod. The vast majority of cultivators do not
grow ruderalis because it has limited psychoactive properties, though newer hybrid breeds of
cannabis have harnessed its auto-flowering trait to great effect. A more popular choice, indica
does not auto-flower but is responsive to a photoperiod, as is sativa. The most obvious
difference between indica and sativa is average height; indica plants are much shorter than
sativa plants, which can be described as ‘squat’ by comparison. Another distinctive set of
features is leaf attributes; indica leaves are short and stubby, much like the overall shape of the
plant, while sativa plants tend to have more leaf blades that are narrower and longer, as well as
longer internodes or distances between branches. In addition, indica grows much more quickly
than sativa and has a more rapid flowering time. It is the combination of these traits that makes
indica especially popular with indoor growers. Indica plants are generally more compact
because genetically their internodes are much shorter than sativa internodes. There is no one
best way to grow indica plants but, because they grow compactly, their strength is in numbers
per square foot. Whether you’re working with a basement or closet grow, or a SOG or ScrOG
setup, more indica plants can be utilized per square foot than sativa plants.Indica often appears
as a landrace. A landrace is a cultivar that hasn’t been particularly domesticated or bred,
containing many of its wild counterpart’s traits. In truth, while indica has not been influenced
much by modern humans, it is being used and cared for and so is not strictly ‘wild’ either. While
some pure indica strains currently used for breeding purposes probably originated as landraces,
once a landrace is hybridized it ceases to be a landrace and is on the path toward becoming a
domesticated strain because the hybrid population includes domesticated genes.Knowing all
this is essential to a cannabis cultivator, but in order to grasp what truly sets indica apart from
the other types, we must understand that cannabis is a truly extraordinary plant not just because



of the way it grows, but because of its unique relationship with human beings. The human body
actually contains receptors that appear to respond to the cannabinoids contained in cannabis
exclusively. The best explanation for this is that, at some point in our evolutionary past, these
receptors were used for a specific purpose but that, since then, cannabis has coopted them in
exaptation, coevolving with humans to produce a complex symbiotic adaptation.What sets
indica apart is the way in which its cannabinoids interact with these receptors; in other words,
the type of high that they induce. Indica plants produce what is known as a couch lock stone as
compared with the more cerebral buzz associated with sativas. This means that the effect of an
indica smoke is felt predominantly in the body, with stronger strains leaving you unwilling or
unable to move from your location, which is likely the couch. In other words, the cannabinoid
content in indicabased strains induces a more physical than heady response.Indica’s intensely
physical effect and growing traits are at the root of the species’ prominence in indoor cultivation
over the last 40 years. While the appearance of indica in Western culture is probably a later
event than that of sativa, its relative popularity has grown exponentially since the 70s. It appears
to have replaced sativa in most indoor grow operations in the late 70s and especially the 80s
onwards.Arguably the most well-known modern indica by reputation is the infamous G-13 or the
Hash Plant, but the true indica has to be Afghani#1, which is very popular not only as a
standalone indica but as a breeding base for many other indica based hy- brids. If you come
across any indica strains, chances are that Afghani#1 genes are in there somewhere. The strain
known simply as Afghani has been said to be more Afghan than Afghani#1, and if you are
breeding for indica then finding this strain is a good idea. Kush strains are also very popular and
similar to Afghani, and these are both major players in the beginners’ market. They produce
resilient, hardy plants with reliable genetics and results that are usually impressive. Kush and
Afghani strains are much admired by breeders, and Skunk x Afghani crosses in particular are
very popular. Basically, Afghani can be considered the pioneer of indica plants. Other popular
pure indica varieties worth noting are White Russian (Serious Seeds), Sensi Star (Paradise
Seeds), Matanuska Tundra (Sagarmatha), Master Kush (White Label), Lowryder (High Bred
Seeds), Kong (Holy Smoke Seeds), Deep Purple (Subcool/TGA) and Blueberry (DJ
Short).These days, the trend in breeding indica is to hybridize it to create strains that are known
as indica-dominant. Due to the presence of other genetics, usually sativa genes, strains that are
indica-dominant or ‘mostly indica’ tend to be taller than pure indica strains but also bring more of
a cerebral high along with the couch lock effect. Because of this, pure indica hybrids that
incorporate some sativa traits are extremely popular.The term ‘mostly’ used in conjuction with
indica has a wide range of meanings but usually, if a strain is labeled mostly indica, it means that
more than half of the plant’s traits resemble indica. It is normally the type of high and the plant’s
growth pattern that are noticeably indica; it would be unusual find a strain advertised as mostly
indica that dealt a head high instead of a couch lock stone effect.If you need to determine the
species of your cannabis plants, consulting the strain description is also important, as some
breeders have been able to create strains with considerable cerebral highs and label them as



mostly indica. If the strain is unknown, visual inspection for leaf type and plant size is a good
telltale sign. Do not use internode lengths as a way to judge strain type as growing conditions
influence these considerably. If you’re trying to work out which type of buds you just bought,
sampling is also a good (and enjoyable) way to judge whether your stash is indica or sativa.
Another indicator may be the size of the bud itself, as sativa colas and bud sites tend to be
smaller; however, there are small sites on indica plants too so the size of the bud cannot be used
alone to determine type. Simply sampling more sativa and indica can help you determine which
type you are looking at, but, again, this will not always be foolproof. The thought of
experimenting with all these traits like a ‘Pepsi challenge’ is, however, quite alluring.An
interesting point about indica and mostly indica strains is the way in which they are named.
While there is no true pattern, they tend to have more memorable names than pure indica
strains. Black Domina, Maple Leaf, Shiva Shanti, Master Kush, Chronic and Blueberry are all
good examples of this. Other popular mostly indica strains include Shiesel (Bonguru Seeds),
P-91 (Stoney Girl Gardens), Kushdee (ASG Seeds), Caramel (Poor White Farmer Seeds),
Burmese Kush (TH Seeds), Blue Mistic (Royal Queen Seeds), and Adonai Kush (Kushman
Massive Seed Co.).Ultimately, if your goal is to breed indica, I would recommend sticking to the
Afghani, Hash Plant and Kush lines to be assured of indica-dominant genetics. Many of these
lines do have some sativa influence so be aware that one is rarely ever working with purely
indica genetics. However, by selective breeding over generations, most sativa influence can be
diminished. Some breeders have opted to create colorful and creative indica-sativa
hybridsEvery breeder’s goal, regardless of what cannabis variety they’re working with, should be
to create something that makes an impact. To this end, the most important thing a breeder can
do is to keep their strain on the market for as long as possible. Strains come and go, but a
lengthy duration will eventually bring a strain into the minds of the cannabis community and keep
it there. Many strains that are very popular, and some within these pages, have a 20+ year
history with the Western commercial seedbank scene. I believe it is this that offers someone who
is interested in breeding indica the best possible way of achieving success. The longer you
breed, market, improve and sell that strain, the better your chances of going down into the
history books. You should also consider that the person who goes back to Afghanistan to find an
even better template for indica genetics, to go in and look at large populations, to find that extra
nice plant that is better than all rest would forever been known as an indica maverick. Perhaps
that maverick could be you.CANNABIS INDICAThe StrainsAdonai KushKyle Kushman and
Shiloh Massive are the guys at the centre of the new wave of Earth-friendly styles of cannabis
growing and, to this end, produce plant-based nutrients and growing techniques based on ‘living
systems’. For this strain, breeder Shiloh Massive has crossed his beloved Russian Kush plant
with Silvertooth, which itself is a hybrid of Super Silver Haze and Sweet Tooth #3. This offspring
has been inbred to the f6 generation and has been fully stabilized.Adonai Kush has an
impressive genetic back list, which makes it a remarkably fun and interesting plant to cultivate.
Because of the Super Silver Haze and Sweet Tooth #3 background via Silvertooth, this plant



really yields an enormous amount of bud for an indica-dominant. The big buds of Adonai Kush
prefer a dryer finishing time to prevent mold from developing. Similarly, because of the high yield
and heavy flowers, be sure to stake these plants well, especially if growing outdoors in a windy
location. The sturdy Russian Kush genetics provide a lot of toughness and reliability to the plant,
so Adonai Kush is very hardy and works great as a commercial grower’s strain, or as some
delicious head stash.Expect a very lazy, lethargic stone from Adonai Kush, with a decent dose
of the munchies coming on before too long.Kushman Massive Seeds, bred by Shiloh
MassiveIndica-DominantGenetics: Silvertooth (Super Silver Haze x Sweet Tooth #3) x Russian
KushPotency: THC 19%Afghani MilkAfghani Milk is a solid strain stemming from the Ch9
Female Seeds breeding program. Ch9 Vintage 2006, a powerfully bred plant comprised of
Afghani, Power Plant and Jack Herer genetics, has been bred to an extremely fast growing
Mazar-i-Sharif hybrid that was an underground hit in Holland several years ago. The Northern
Afghani genetics really shine through, and the white trichomes common to Mazari plants are
definitely visible.The high resin production of Afghani Milk plants means that they are extremely
sticky when in flower, so be careful when handling. The structure is short, and the plant grows
quickly, making it ideal for beginners trying out a closet operation for the first time, as well as
anyone needing to keep their grow on the down low, literally as well as figuratively. As with any
fast-growing plant you should ensure that the growth doesn’t run away with itself; make sure the
plants don’t succumb to pest problems in the hidden depths of the lower branches or grow too
close to your lights. Keep the lights in your grown room at least 8 to 10 inches away from the tips
of your plants, or they can burn. These plants do grow well under LEDs, so if you’re wanting to
have a foray into the newer lighting world, and want to avoid the problems of high electricity bills
and light burn on your crop, try these under an LED set up. This does involve a high initial cost
for the lights themselves, but if you’re interested in moving forward in your growing techniques it
could be worthwhile. The sight of the resin on these plants underneath an LED light is enough to
make any stoner smile, so try it if you get the chance.If the buds become too heavy for the
branches to properly support them, you can use stakes or netting to secure them, which is within
reach of decent light. Expect a yield of about 65 to 70 grams if you operate on a vegetative state
of 35 to 45 days, and a flowering time of 7 weeks.Ch9 Female Seeds,EuropeIndica-
DominantGenetics: Ch9 Vintage 2006 x Mazar-i-SharifPotency: THC 18-22%A very tangy,
hashy taste and smell erupts from this resinous beauty. Depending on the amount smoked, and
your own state before you smoke it, the effect can be near-narcotic in its high which is fast
working and lingering, though couch lock doesn’t creep up. I’ve heard a lot of medical patients
comment on this plant’s ability to relieve stomach pain and alleviate spasms from multiple
sclerosis. Medical patients can smoke this plant safely and be productive in their daily lives as
the high is not overly heavy or lethargic but rather a head buzz with some mildly energetic
cerebral effects.AfghanicaThe award for Best Company Name has to go to Holland’s The Flying
Dutchmen, as they’ve managed to reference nautical folklore and find not only a nod to their
home country but also a neat reference to ‘flying’ high. Such a name is perfect for this great



company that has been in business since 1998 in Amsterdam. The quality of the ‘true breeding’
strains that it took as its genetic foundation means that the Flying Dutchmen are very highly
thought of in the scene, and rightly so. With their original strain Afghanica, the company has
taken the famously hardy Afghan indica and introduced it to Skunk, one of the most famous
cannabis strains of all time. Considering that ‘The Pure’ strain, also from the Flying Dutchmen, is
said to actually be Skunk #1, the plant could very well be cannabis royalty!The typical rugged,
sturdy constitution of the Afghani plant is not lost in this mix, which should be among the easiest
available strains to grow. If your budget and space is low, this is a great single plant to have in a
small soil-based closet grow, but she is also a fantastic choice for both SOG and ScOG set ups.
If you are looking to move into organic or veganics (plant-based) growing, perhaps choosing this
strain for your first chemical-free crop would be a good move; it’s hardy enough to act as a test
subject while still producing and not wasting your time. Though you should not let the plant’s
apparent invincibility lead to complacency, it will be resistant to some of the usual problems,
especially stress and a few of the less intense diseases. Whatever your set up, pests could still
be a major issue, so be sure to check all over your short, dense plants whenever you can. The
Skunk genes come through in the form of increased growing speed and a greater yield than you
would get from the Afghani alone, and the buds will be tightly packed and very solid. Remember,
this plant is very problem-free, but you still need a well-ventilated grow room because mold is
every grower’s worst nightmare.Flying Dutchmen,HollandIndica-DominantGenetics: Afghani x
SkunkPotency: THC 18%The classic Afghani heritage is clearly evident in this strain. You will
recognize and love the thick, greasy but sweet taste almost instantly. For a heavy smoke,
though, it’s relatively smooth, and tends towards a taste of hash if used with a vaporizer. The
high won’t hit you instantly, but when it does, you’ll know about it. The Skunk influence in this
hybrid gives a strong, mellow high that you will feel throughout your whole body, and might leave
you feeling a lot heavier than you usually do!AfgooThe USA-based Northstone Organics is a
medical cannabis farm that also grows organic fresh produce and employs sustainable
practices; proof of their genuine care for both the quality of their cannabis plants and their impact
on the environment. For the fantastically-named Afgoo, they’ve mated an Afghani Kush with a
Maui Haze, a sativa-dominant plant from the shores of Hawaii, and come up with an offspring
that’s quite the pleasant grow and an even better smoke.Afgoo plants display the usual small
stature of indica influence and very wide leaves, with some enormous fan leaves during
vegetation. The leaf-to-calyx ratio can be high on some plants, but after harvest the trim is great
for hash making and production of medical edibles. They have a high tolerance for nutrients and
will thank you for a good feed with a growth spurt, but also you need to also make sure that they
have sufficient access to good light sources.This is a very sedative strain, which calms and
relaxes both the body and the mind. The smoke can be a bit coughey, but is worth it just for the
sweet, piney, warm taste alone. It works predominantly on the body, can put all but the strongest
everyday users down for a good night’s sleep if the buds were left longer before harvesting, and
gives a mildly euphoric haze.Northstone Organics, USAIndica-DominantGenetics: Afghani



Kushx Maui HazePotency: THC 20%Atomic Northern LightsAtomic Northern Lights is Canadian
breeder Dr. Atomic’s version of the classic Northern Lights #5. He has preserved this celebrated
plant through a selective breeding process, keeping it mostly indica but with a 14 to 20% sativa
component that provides the lingering and prolonged high. Originally, Northern Lights #5 was
bred for vigorous growth, great yield and long lasting effects. Dr. Atomic has created a
connoisseur grower and breeder’s dream plant by preserving and improving upon these classic
characteristics.Atomic Northern Lights is an indoor strain that grows as a short, bushy plant,
making it ideal for closet grows. The buds tend to have a frosted look because of the copious
trichomes, and when this plant is happy its fan leaves will curl upwards, as in the photo. The
plant has a short and stocky structure, which means it is easy to grow indoors and remain
discreet about things. Flowering time for Atomic Northern Lights is about 8 weeks and yield is up
to 125 grams per plant.The prolonged, intense high that accompanies smoking Atomic Northern
Lights is fantastic. Dr. Atomic has over 40 years of experience as a cannabis breeder and
enthusiast, and this sweet, smooth smoking plant is ample evidence of his mastery of the
breeder’s craft.Dr. Atomic Seeds,CanadaIndica-DominantPotency: THC 17%
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Ben Nelson, “Interesting selection of strains!. The reviewer bought this book as well as it's sibling
book "Cannabis Sativa, The Essential Guide to the World's Finest Marijuana Strains" at the
same time. Both stand out in books of this caliper since they offer a glimpse into the world of
genetics that is quite broader than what one normally finds. First, it should be mentioned that on
the surface this is a "Bud Book". Much like other books in the same class the reader gets one
page of description coupled with a large photo of a bud growing and bursting with trichomes.
These books can be used in one of two ways: 1. The reader can simply use the book as a
coffee table decoration or a "bathroom reader" and gaze in wonder at the photos as well as day
dream about growing these fascinating strains. 2. The reader can actually USE the book as a
catalog. Many reviewers of similar books have stated that one can find this information online for
free but how is one to know what they are seeking? This book and it's sibling book work to solve
this problem. By knowing what you are looking for the information finding process will become
much easier. Many readers will probably notice immediately that the strains listed as well as the
breeders are uncommon or almost unheard of. This is where action will help. It is not going to
be as easy for some strains to simply go to your favorite seed bank online and type in the name.
The reader will find there will be a need to actually get in contact with the seed breeder itself and
set up an order. Some breeders are in other countries so there may be a need for the
assistance of free online translators such as Babylon to actively hold an email conversation with
them. Some may say that this is simply too much work but the payoff in the end will be
ownership of a strain of medicine that no one else has, and a rewarding adventure getting it!
Long story short: This book is for adventurous, pro-active people that are interested in growing
their own medicinal crop. It is not for lazy day dreamers who can't manage doing something on
their own (like contacting a breeder) and simply buy their seeds on internet "super stores" with
point and click ease. Many of the strains will be strange and new to readers, and this is a great
thing! In this book the reader will find Star Bud, Redd Cross, and Zombie Rasta. There is also a
very neat introduction that introduces the reader to what the Indica strain actually is, where it
came from, and some general hints as to how to cultivate this medicine. More specific growing
parameters exist in the strain descriptions of MANY but not ALL offerings. Again, this is where a
proactive mentality comes into play. Some of the breeders are small and only have a few
selections on their website so the addition of massive amounts of indoor growing information
would be impossible since the breeder is probably growing outside in the first place. So there
the reader has it, an honest review of a great product. After purchasing this book remember to
remain pro-active and adventurous. Enjoy its stunning photography. Treat it how you wanted to
when you bought it, and you will enjoy it.”

Skylark, “Through the Eyes of the Master. This book, along with "Cannabis Sativa" and "The
Cannabis Grow Bible" were the first books I ever purchased about growing cannabis. You will



find beautiful pictures and helpful contact information on the various strains. The contact
information if very "iffy" given the very nature of this business, but if you knock on enough doors
someone is bound to answer! We had previously used seeds from "wherever" and been
disappointed in the quality although the plants themselves were quite healthy. It's always nice to
learn from the Masters, or as they say in Texas, "The fat of the calf is in the eye of the Master"!”

esmeralda miramontes, “Nice picture and basic information.. Love the photo and the description
of the different cannabis.  The book doesn't inform in great details just general information.”

CannAssist, “Cannabis Indica. Great photography of Cannabis Indica, but I found much of the
same talking points as in many of the web sites and in the newer books. If you are window
shopping for some great Indica photo's this is a good source, but real growing info and plant/
strain info is very difficult to cypher for growers looking for more growing/strain help. More
information around indoor/outdoor growing and the typical medical uses of each strain would be
of interest for the American medical marketplace.”

chuck, “awesome..... the photography is amazing....the information is priceless for a budtender
and patient alike... The only problem is that every year there are another million strains....so time
will tell if this series is good for the general populous....”

AK Van Deelen, “Volume 1 - Indica & Indica Dominant Strains. This excellent little book serves
both as a catalog, and an overview of the strains that are popular and available in the early
2010s.It already acquainted me with the outlandish cold weather growth characteristics of the
Mazar-I-Sharif. And the pictures of the Grape Stomper and it's trichome covered fanleaves and
buds are insane.I would recommend buying this book and future volumes to anyone who is in
the weed business, or just wants to grow their own varieties, where it is legal to do so of course.”

JEFFREYWHILLS, “Cannabis Sativa and this Indica. great PHOTOS and reference of the path
to how so many strains are to be found get both books Cannabis Sativa and this Indica worht
the bucks and great for a coffee table reader!”

Mandarin4521, “Five Stars. great explanations on the 2 main families of marijuana and how they
effect the human body”

Ed Woods, “Informative!. Again, another good book, very informative, very similar to Big Buds
series, somehow though just not as eye-catching as the Big Bud series, but then, Ed Rosenthal
has been in the scene along, long time - I can't say the same for S.T.Oner :D”

Foxbat, “Four Stars. Nice book.”



Cornelious, “Five Stars. A must for any inquisitive mind”

Michael Skrobisz, “Muy buena, bonitos fotos y descripción !. Como serie que sale cada ano, una
de los mejores Biblias de Cruzes y mejor breeder del mundo que existe, cada ves publican 100
mejor "Strain" del mundo y no va solo por breeder como Green House ... commercial ...Ademas
sale en version Sativa y Indica, para todos los gustos, fotos incredibles como el descripción de
variedad (no pegada de pagina de web de banco de semillas) por eso 5 estrellas !”

janneman, “superbuch!!. sehr interressant!! dachte ich bin expert. was man da alles fur sorten
drin findet... noch nie gesehen...gleich mal dritte teil bestellen”

The book by Charles F.  Stanley has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 78 people have provided feedback.
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